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2005/156 #1 Unidentified airmen dropping supplies to ground forces. Both men are 
wearing parachutes.

2005/156 #2 Harry Linton  in a parka sitting atop a pile of broken bed frames outside in 
the snow. Small wooden buildings in the background. Whitehorse, 1942-43.

2005/156 #3 Plane being refuelled in winter. Three men on the wing, one by the fuel truck. 
This was probably a removable airport at Donjek River. Tent and part of 
building in background. 1942-43. [additional info from Bob Cameron 2009: 
Aircraft is a military Douglas C-54.]

2005/156 #4 Large group of soldiers wearing white winter gear march down a city street. 
Appears to be a very cold winter day. These were members of the US Arctic 
Can on a one week winter military exercise in Whitehorse, 1942-43.

2005/156 #5 Small vampire jet with a puma logo on its nose is being refuelled on snowy 
ground. The vampire jet was one of Canada's first trainers. It carried one 
person.

2005/156 #6 Harry Linton standing on the front of locomotive engine #51. It's covered in 
snow and appears to be parked for the winter. 1942-43.

2005/156 #7 Group of young men wearing parkas, heavy mittens and large white winter 
boots standing beside an open-doored "Royal Canadian Air Force" plane. US 
Arctic Can military exercise. 1942-43. [additional info from Bob Cameron 
2009: Aircraft is a Douglas C-47 "Dakota".]

2005/156 #8 Harry Linton and woman [owner of gift shop?], inspecting largest gold 
nugget. 1942-43.

2005/156 #9 Harry Linton looking out from the engine room of locomotive engine #51. It is 
covered in snow and appears to be parked for the winter. 1942-43.

2005/156 #10 Harry Linton standing in the rear of a snow-covered locomotive engine. 1942-
43.
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